
Bell Ringer
1.What is the first step in the scientific process?
2.What would you want to do after you perform an experiment, 

but before you make your conclusions?
3.What is the difference between a theory and a hypothesis?
4.(To get started on todays topic) – How did the universe begin?













Time begins
• The universe begins ~13.7 

Billion years ago

• a violent expansion
• All matter and space were 

created from a single 
point of pure energy 



3 minutes 

• E=mc2

• Energy converts into matter



Several hundred thousand 
years

• ATOMS form 
Hydrogen

Helium

early Universe 
75% 

Hydrogen 25% 
Helium



200 to 400 million years

• 1st stars and 
galaxies 
form



~ 4.6 billion years
• Our Solar 

system 
forms





Big Bang Timeline –
Include, label and color
1.What happened
2.When each event (thing) 
happened

•Big Bang – energy
•Matter

•E=mc2
•protons
•Neutrons
•electrons

•Atoms
•Hydrogen
•helium

•Stars and galaxies
•Our solar system

•Sun and all planets
•Earth (present day)



Remember: Theory = a hypothesis that’s been tested over and over. 

We have evidence.



Big Bang evidence



1. Universal expansion and Hubble’s Law
a) Hubble (the person) observed that the majority of 

galaxies are moving away from us and from each other

b) The farther they are from us, the faster they are 
moving

c) Red Shift







. Using the felt-tip marker, make six dots on the balloon in widely scattered 
locations. Label one dot "home" and the others A-E. The home dot 
represents the Milky Way galaxy, and the others represent galaxies formed in 
the early universe. 

Inflate the balloon so that its diameter is about 2 inches (5 cm) bigger. 
Again measure the distances to each of the dots, and record the distances 
under "Time 2" on the worksheet. 





2. Back ground radiation
a) Noise radiation (static) is 

evenly spread across space



3. Quasars -



4. Radioactive 
decay



5. Stellar formation and 
evolution



6. Speed of light and stellar 
distances speed of light is

constant

• A light-year is the distance that 
light travels in 1 year

furthest stars away are 10-15 
billion light years away




